
warmer th
an standard

double glazing

Cutting edge glass technology designed

to provide maximum thermal insulation

eco-friendly

- reduced energy consumption
- reduced carbon emmissions
- energy efficient glazing

self-cleaning

- available with Pilkington Activ™ 
- world’s first self-cleaning glass
- cleaner glass all year round

guaranteed
- 10 Year Warranty
- BSI Kitemarked units
- BS EN 1279 certified

warmer

- excellent thermal insulation
- U value of 1.2W/m2K
- minimal heat loss



heating
bills
rising?
In the average home, 80% of the energy used is for heating, but much
of this heat just disappears through poorly insulated roofs, walls, win-
dows and doors.

While many homes already have double glazing, a new generation of
low-energy glass can dramatically reduce the amount of heat lost
through the glazing

icosave energy saving glass improves insulation by 136% compared to
conventional double glazing.

Ask your local window company to install icosave energy saving glass
today.

improve insulation



Clear Glass
Outer Pane

Transparent Low
Energy Coating

Activ Self-Clean
Clear Coating

Transparent Low
Energy Coating

icosave is a clear glass unit. Even though it looks just like ordinary
glass, it isn’t. It reflects heat back into your home, while letting in lots 
of natural daylight and free heat from the sun. So you save money 
on heating bills while enjoying a more comfortable home.

• icosave consists of two panes of clear glass

• the inner pane has a transparent low-energy coating 

• icosave can be configured with float glass 
or toughened or laminated safety glass

As well as saving on heating costs, you can save time, energy and
money with icosave ACTIV. You get not only the practical benefits 
of less cleaning and a warmer home, but also cleaner, better looking
windows all year round.

• icosave activ consists of two panes of clear glass

• the inner pane has a transparent low-energy coating 

• the outer pane has a transparent self-cleaning coating 

• icosave activ can be configured with float or toughened glass
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� reflects heat back into your house
� allows lots of light and free heat from the sun
� improves energy efficiency
� 136% warmer than standard double glazing

� saves money on heating bills 
� room stays comfortable at a lower thermostat setting
� warmer inner pane eliminates cold spots
� reduces condensation

� meets NI Building Regulations Part F
� meets RoI Building Regulations Part L
� units certified to BS EN 1279 parts 2 and 3
� guaranteed for upto 10 years

� available with Pilkington Activ self-cleaning glass
� available with Pilkington Texture privacy glass
� available with Georgian bar
� available with Leaded glass designs
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Look for the label ...

Ask your installer about
upgrading today.

guaranteed

THIS SURFACE MUST FACE THE ROOM INTERIOR

energy saving glass
icosave

www.glasseal.co.uk

Established in 1973, GlasSeal was the first manu-
facturer of hermetically sealed double glazing
units in Ireland.

GlasSeal was also the first glass processor 
in Ireland to be awarded the British Standard
Kitemark for its double glazing units.

Today, GlasSeal double glazing units are 
the industry benchmark for quality.

GlasSeal units are certified to EN1279, including 
Part 3 for Argon gas filling.

Only GlasSeal make icosave energy saving glass
units. Every pane has a label identifying 
it as a genuine GlasSeal unit.

Member of the
Glass & Glazing Federation

BSI Registered


